
  
SRT-4 Precision SP non water cooled big turbo instructions (Updated 1/26/12)  

1. Drain the engine coolant. Remove battery, intake pipe, ignition coils, downpipe, 2 brackets under turbo, heat shields, oil and 
water lines going to turbo, and the long intercooler pipe that runs under the engine. (All removal steps are in the factory service 
manual)  Remove the factory coolant overflow bottle.   
   
2. Remove the complete turbo assembly. The turbo comes out best in parts and it comes out of the top of the engine compartment.   
   
3. Plug the water lines that run to the factory turbocharger. The included billet aluminum plug goes into stock rubber hose that 
comes off the water pipe right between the battery and valve cover. You may want to cut this rubber hose to make it shorter. (SEE 
PIC BELOW) Put the plug in the hose all the way and tighten supplied hose clamp to keep plug in place and sealed.   

                                   
4. Also included in the small parts bag is a 3/8” NPT threaded plug (SEE PIC ABOVE) that goes in the back of the block on the 
driver’s side where the other water line came out. It threads directly into the block, not the OEM brass fitting.   
   
5. Remove the red vacuum line that comes out of the intercooler pipe just below the throttle body. Make sure the nipple on the 
intercooler pipe for this line is capped. Also pull both the vacuum lines out of solenoid #2 (green and black). You don’t need any of 
these anymore. Also pull all the lines out of solenoid #3 (blue and pink). Since you have an external BOV you don’t need any of 
these lines that had been related to solenoid #3. When you pull the blue line out, you will also pull all the other little lines that are 
attached to it with “t”s. Leave the big plastic “t” with the green rings in the car, but pull the 2 lines out of it that go to the green ports. 
You will then take that big “t” w/ green rings on it (this is a check valve) and cap the one green side port with the supplied 7/32” cap. 
Then take the shorter 9” long 7/32” supplied vacuum hose and attach it to the other green side. Now take the factory black “t” that 
had the blue line coming out of it and use it with a short piece of line. Stick the short piece of line into the vacuum port on the top of 
the throttle body. Then have one end of the “t” go to the 9” supplied piece for 7/32” line. And the other end of this “t” should go 
directly to your external BOV. (SEE PIC BELOW)   

    
   



6. Because your Precision turbo has a 2.5” outlet, you will need to modify the factory charge pipe that runs underneath the engine.  
The best way to do this is cut off the 2” diameter “bottleneck” on the turbo side just where it expands to 2.5”.  You will also want to 
have a bead on this section so the supplied 2.5” 45 degree silicone coupler will stay secure.    Remove this pipe from the vehicle 
and set it aside for now.  You will understand better after the turbo is mounted.   
7. Install the five studs that came with your kit into the corresponding holes in the head. (SEE PICS BELOW) Don’t install them in all 
the way; just run them in with your fingers with the allen side in towards the head.   
  

    
8. Put your AGP manifold on the studs loosely and start with the five supplied nuts on the three studs you just installed. You can re-
use your factory exhaust manifold gasket if it looks good.  You will need to get one at the dealer if yours looks damaged. Use the 
lock plates. Now install the remaining manifold to head bolts and nuts and tighten.   
  
LOCKING PLATES – NEW PARTS INCLUDED  
  
We have now developed some great parts to keep your bolts and nuts from ever backing out.  These stamped stainless steel 
locking plates were developed and manufactured by us and are a great addition to our turbo kits.  Below are the pictures of the 
correct way to use them, as you will see these locking plates included in the turbo kit.  Rule of thumb, you want to bend two of the 
three tabs down, and one tab up. (see below)  
  

    
   
9. Now bolt the wastegate on the manifold with the supplied stainless steel gasket between them. Get it on good and tight, if these 
two bolts come loose the waste gate could fall off. The waste gate was shipped to you with a 9psi spring already installed and a 
high pressure dual spring (or single spring) inside the box. The 9psi spring will hold from 9-23psi with a most boost controllers, and 
the dual spring will hold about 15-30psi with most boost controllers.    
   
10. Turbocharger Prep:  Your Precision turbo comes directly from the manufacturer so you will need to prep the turbo for install.  
First thing is to loosen all the clamp plate bolts on the turbine and compressor, there are 6 bolts on each side.  Clock the housings 
as shown in these pictures and retighten the bolts.  (You may need to adjust the compressor housing cold side later on when 
attaching the charge pipe).  Additionally, you will need to attach the oil drain flange with the supplied bolts and gasket shown on the 
picture.  The oil drain flange can be attached incorrectly, so make sure it looks like the picture.  The oil feed fitting needs to be 
screwed in and tightened facing the front of the vehicle. 



 

    
Now bolt the turbo to the manifold, use the stainless steel gasket.  Tighten these bolts really well, several times each using the 
locking tabs correctly.  See Pic Above right for orientation 
 
11. Connect the large 12” long supplied silicone rubber hose (the hose may be black, blue, or red) to the oil drain tube on the turbo 
and to the tube on the block. You will use the 2 AGP supplied hose clamps on this. It helps to oil up the inside of the rubber tube to 
help slide it on the factory drain pipe.   
   
12. Connect the supplied oil feed line from the fitting on the top of the turbo.  The straight end on the oil feed line will connect to the 
fitting installed into the top of the turbo. (see pics below) The 90 degree end of the feed line will connect to the factory location on 
the passenger side of the block where you removed the factory line. The straight end will route underneath the turbo and around to 
the front.  The 90 degree oil feed fitting on the turbo is designed to face towards the front of the car.  Make sure you thread the 
supplied 3/8” NPT to -4 fitting directly into the block, not the OEM brass fitting. Don’t use any additional Teflon tape or sealant on 
these fittings.  Sealant and Teflon will damage the turbo and will void all warranties. Make certain to route this line shown 
below such that it does not touch any part of the manifold, dump tube, or o2 housing. Your oil feed line will have heat wrap 
around it, the pictures below do not show the wrap. 



     
 
   
13. Put the heat shield up through the under side of the car and set it over the turbine housing. You might also be able to get it 
through the top    
   
14. Put the o2 housing up through the under side and bolt it to the turbine housing; the four bolts on the o2 housing hold the heat 
shield in place. Tighten these bolts several times each and use the lock plates.   
   
15. Bolt the wastegate dump tube on good and tight. The dump tube is made to have some slop in it, as well as the wastegate.  If 
you find that your dump tube hits any part of the car, loosen the two bolts that hold the wastegate to the manifold, and the two bolts 
that hold the dump tube to the wastegate.  Rotate both the wastegate and the dump so that it does not touch anything and re-
tighten.  There is enough adjustment to make it fit perfectly.  (You will also need to make sure you have solid engine mounts to 
prevent the engine from rocking and causing the dump tube to make contact with your car).  If the dump tube comes to close to the 
stud that sticks out the bottom of the exhaust tunnel, you may want to cut that stud down short. It’s just holding the heat shield in 
place and is way too long. If your dump tube hits any part of your car at any time, it will eventually break.  Make sure it is lined up 
perfectly.   
 
If you later decide you don’t like the noise from the dump tube it is recommend that you have it routed back into you exhaust system 
at least 3ft. away from the turbo. This will flow the best and not rob you of much power. Most exhaust shops seem to do this for 
about $60 or we now sell weld on and bolt on reroute kits.   
   
16. Re-install the intercooler pipe. Connect it to the turbo outlet first before you attach it to anything else. This is where you may end 
up needing to cut ¾” off that rubber coupler if it’s too long. Use the two larger AGP supplied hose clamps here. If you are having any 
sort of alignment issues you may want to loosen the 6 perimeter clamp bolts on the compressor housing so that you can rotate it a 
little to line up perfectly. Just make sure you re-tighten all 6 of them when you are done.   
   
17. Bolt all the other misc. parts back on, not the turbo brackets or factory coolant overflow.   
   
18. Mount the supplied coolant bottle on the driver’s side radiator bracket with the hose on the bottom going to the factory overflow 
hose. (SEE PIC) Your kit may include an aluminum overflow bottle which will look a little different from the plastic one.  They both fit 
in the same location and work the same.  Then refill the cooling system.    
  



    
   
19. Run the longer 7/32” supplied vacuum line from the nipple on the compressor housing to the nipple on the bottom (NOT TOP) of 
the wastegate. If you have a manual boost controller you will put it in this line. The top nipple on the waste gate must remain open to 
atmosphere. If you have an electronic boost controller you will need to refer to it’s instructions for proper vacuum line routing.   
   
20. Refill the radiator and check the oil level.   
   
21. Before attempting to start the engine, crank the engine with the fuel/ignition shut off for ten to 15 seconds (three separate times) 
or until the instruments show an oil pressure buildup.  Start the engine and allow running at idle speed for 15 to 20 minutes without 
accelerating or until engine has reached full operating temperature.  Check for oil/water leaks around turbocharger and related 
installed components.  After it has been determined that there are no leaks in the oiling system of the turbo, allow approximately 
100 miles driven under normal conditions without going into “boost”.  This is done to properly wash out all of the assembly 
lube used when assembling the turbocharger, and to allow carbon to build up along the piston ring areas of the turbine shaft.  
Immediately running the turbocharger to its full potential without proper break-in procedures will cause premature 
turbocharger failure.  Additionally our manifold is cast thick, and is a shared runner plenum, so it generates and retains a 
lot of heat; more heat than long runner style manifolds.  This allows for quicker spoolup, however it requires you to let the 
car cool down after driving it.  We recommend letting the vehicle idle for 3 minutes before shutting it off under normal 
driving.  After running the car hard, we recommend letting the vehicle idle for 6 minutes before shutting it off.  This will 
help your turbocharger live a fruitful long life. 
   
22. Attention- You will get a little under hood smoke when you first warm it up. This is normal; it is just a little oily residue on the 
turbo and related components burning off.   
     
23. When you get into the boost for the first time you need to watch the boost gage and make sure you are not running too much 
boost for your fuel system. A stock car should run no more than 12psi. If you have an upgraded fuel system then you will need to 
raise the boost while monitoring air/fuel ratios. Rich is good and safe. 
 
24. Enjoy, you made the right choice. 


